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From the Editor-in-Chief
In this column, edited by one of the occupants of the position of editor-in-chief,we relate comments
from authors and readers concerning papers that have recently appeared in Linear Algebra and its
Applications. The columnwill contain errata, additional references, and historical and other comments
that we believe will be of interest to readers of the journal. With two volumes a year, each with 12
issues, we plan for this column to appear in the ﬁrst issue of even-numbered volumes.
1. Kh.D. Ikramov, A simple proof of the generalized Schur inequality 199 (1994) 143–149. In this
paper the author gives a simple proof of the inequality: Let A be an n × n matrix with the
eigenvalues λ1, . . ., λn. Then,
n∑
i=1
|λi|p 
n∑
i,j=1
|aij|p (1 p 2).
From this follows, by taking p = 1, Theorem 2.5 in J. Rada, The McClellan inequality for the
energy of a digraph 430 (2009) 800–804 which states that the energy of a digraph with a arcs
does not exceed a.
2. Patrick Lenders, Jingling Xue, Factorization of singular integer matrices 428 (2008) 1046–1055.
Rita Gupta has written Patrick Lenders to say that Lemma 10 is wrong. The matrix A is upper
triangular, whereas the proof requires that the matrix B be upper triangular. Lenders provided
the following replacement lemma.
Lemma. Let A =
(
B 0
0 0
)
be an n × n (n > 2) integer matrix, where B is a (n − 1) × (n − 1) uni-
modular matrix. Then A can be factorized into a product of 10n + 52 integer idempotent matrices.
Proof. Applying Lemma 1 of Laffey [3], we have:
A =
(
B 0
0 0
)
=
K−1∏
i=0
(
In−1 + Ri 0
0 0
)
where K = 5(n − 1) + 31 and all the Ri have trace 0 and rank at most one. Using a similarity in
GL(n, Z), we may assume:
(
In−1 + Ri 0
0 0
)
=
⎛
⎝
1 0 0
ai In−2 0
0 0 0
⎞
⎠
The latter matrix can be factorized in a product of two idempotent matrices. 
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Theorem 11 is not affected, but the ﬁnal count of idempotent matrices in the ﬁnal theorem is
higher:
Theorem. Any n × n (n > 2) singular integer matrix A can be factorized into a product of 11n + 54
integer idempotent matrices.
Proof. Let m be the rank of A. We ﬁrst put the matrix A in Smith normal form: A = U
(
B 0
0 0
)
V ,
where U and V are unimodular matrices, and B is a m × m diagonal matrix. We right multiply by
In = UU−1, and transform the unimodular matrix VU into a pseudo unimodular matrix:
A = U
(
B 0
0 0
)(
Im 0
0 0
)
VUU−1 = U
(
B 0
0 0
)
EU−1
where E is the pseudo unimodular matrix obtained by replacing the last n − m rows of the uni-
modular matrix VU with all zeros rows. Applying theorem 11 to the pseudo unimodular matrix E
and Lemma 2 of Laffey [3] to the matrix
(
B 0
0 0
)
, we prove that the matrix A can be factorized into
a product of 11n + 54 idempotent matrices when n > 2.
3. Jianfeng Wang, Qiongxiang Huang, Xinhui An, Francesco Belardo, Some notes on graphs who
spectral radius is close to 3
2
√
2, 429 (2008) 1606–1618. Xingji Sun has written to point out a
typo in Eq. (19) where ρ and xu should be interchanged.
4. C. de Boor, B. Shekhtman, On the pointwise limits of bivariate Lagrange projectors 429 (2008)
311–325. A corrected version of this paper, different from the version in print, appears on the
Elsevier website for this journal.
5. D.S. Cvetkovic´-Ilic, A note of the representation of the Drazin inverse of 2 × 2 block matrix 429
(2008) 242–248. The author has written to say that the equation in (4) in Theorems 2.3 and 2.5
should be included in (3) above it with no number (4) used.
6. Paolo Santesso, Maria Elena Valcher, On the zero pattern properties and asymptotic behavior of
continuous-time positive system trajectories 425 (2007) 283–302. An anonymous reviewer of
the paper has detected an error which has been corrected by the authors as follows:
At p. 291 of the aforementioned paper it iswritten: “However, it is not difﬁcult to show (onemay
resort, for instance, to Lemma 3.6 in [16]) thatan echelon basis for A which is also a Jordan basis
always exists." Unfortunately, this claim is not true, and simple examples canbe givendisproving
this claim. So, this sentence should be removed. This same statement is used later, at p. 294, to
compare echelon bases with preferred bases. Accordingly, the last paragraph of Section 4, at p.
294, should be removed. Finally, this false claim is used within the second part of the proof of
Proposition 3. However, the proposition result is true, and the proof can be suitably adjusted, in
order to bring to the same conclusionwithout resorting to that result. The proof is here reported
in revised form. For the sake of completeness, also the ﬁrst part of the proof is reported, since
the second one relies on it. For all deﬁnitions and preliminary results, the interested reader is
referred to the original paper.
Proposition 3. Let A ∈ Rn×n be a Metzler matrix in Frobenius normal form (3), and let i and j be
indices in 〈〉 such that A(Ci) ∩ D(Cj) /= ∅. Then
(i) the only modes t
m
m! e
λt appearing in Aij(t) are those corresponding to eigenvalues λ ∈ σ(Akk),
with k ∈ A(Ci) ∩ D(Cj).
Moreover, set
λ∗i,j := max{λmax(Akk) : k ∈ A(Ci) ∩ D(Cj)},
and let m¯i,j + 1 be the maximum number of classes Ck with λmax(Akk) = λ∗i,j that lie in a single
chain from Cj to Ci in R(A). Then,
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(ii) for each h ∈ Ci and k ∈ Cj we have
[eAt]h,k ∼ t
m¯i,j
m¯i,j! e
λ∗i,j t ,
namely, t
m¯i,j
m¯i,j! e
λ∗i,j t is the dominant mode in the expression of the (h, k)th entry of eAt .
Proof. (i) Partition the set 〈〉 into the following three disjoint sets
R := A(Ci) ∩ D(Cj) = {k1, k2, . . ., kr},
R1 := D(Cj) \ R,
R3 := 〈〉 \ (R ∪ R1),
with i = k1 < . . . < kr = j. If ri := |Ri|, i = 1, 3, then r1 + r + r3 = . Consider now a permuta-
tion matrix P such that in
Â := PTAP =
⎡
⎢⎣
Â11 Â12 Â13
0 Â22 Â23
0 0 Â33
⎤
⎥⎦ (1)
• Â11 is block-triangular, and its diagonal blocks are the r1 matrices Aii with i ∈ R1,• Â33 is block-triangular, and its diagonal blocks are the r3 matrices Aii with i ∈ R3, and•
Â22 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Aii Aik2 . . . . . . Aij
0 Ak2k2 . . . . . . Ak2j
0 0
. . . . . .
...
0 0 0 Akr−1kr−1 Akr−1j
0 0 0 0 Ajj
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
Correspondingly we get
eÂt =
⎡
⎢⎣
eÂ11t ∗ ∗
0 eÂ22t ∗
0 0 eÂ33t
⎤
⎥⎦ , (2)
and since Aij(t) = block(i,j)[eAt] = block(r1+1,r1+r)
[
eÂt
]
= block(1,r)
[
eÂ22t
]
it is easy to conclude
that the only modes t
m
m! e
λt appearing in Aij(t) are those corresponding to eigenvalues λ ∈ σ(Akk),
with k ∈ A(Ci) ∩ D(Cj) = {k1, k2, . . ., kr}.
Since theexpressionofAij(t) is completelydeterminedby the timeevolutionof thematrix eÂ22t , in
the sequel of the proof we will uniquely focus on this latter, and simplify our notation by assuming
A = Â22, (i, j) = (1, ) and A(C1) ∩ D(C) = 〈〉. Consequently, λ∗i,j will be replaced by λmax(A)
and m¯i,j by m¯, the maximum number of classes Ck with λmax(Akk) = λmax(A) that lie in a single
chain in R(A) minus 1.
(ii) By Lemma 3, none of the elementary modes t
m
m! e
λt appearing in the expression of the entries of
eAt can dominate t
m¯
m¯! e
λmax(A)t . So, in particular, for every h ∈ C1 and k ∈ C:
lim
t→∞
[eAt]h,k
tm¯
m¯! eλmax(A)t
< ∞. (3)
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Let Be = {v1, . . ., vn} be an echelon basis for Awhich satisﬁes the additional conditions of Proposi-
tion 2. Since an echelon basis consists of generalized eigenvectors of various order corresponding to
various eigenvalues, surely in Be there must be at least one generalized eigenvector of order m¯ + 1
corresponding toλmax(A). Let vl ∈ Be be the generalized eigenvector of order m¯ + 1 corresponding
to λmax(A) of smallest index (i.e. l is minimum among the indices of all vectors in Be which are
generalized eigenvectors of order m¯ + 1 corresponding toλmax(A)). Clearly, vl = vCg for some class
Cg . Moreover, a nonzero eigenvector v, corresponding toλmax(A), can be found such that, for t  0,
eAtvCg ≈
tm¯
m¯! · e
λmax(A)tv.
On the other hand, theremust be distinguished classes Ci1 , . . ., Cid , with 1 i1 < i2 < · · · < id  g,
such that vCi1 , vCi2 , . . ., vCid represent a basis for the eigenspace of A corresponding to λmax(A).
By Proposition 2, each of these vectors has either zero or strictly positive blocks. Even more,
blockiq [vCip ] = 0 for every q /= p and since ip ∈ A(C1) ∩ D(C) for every index p, it follows that
block1[vCip ]  0 for every p ∈ 〈d〉. Now, v is necessarily a linear combination of vCi1 , vCi2 , . . ., vCid ,
namely
v =
d∑
p=1
cpvCip .
If we prove that v is a positive vector, then it will follow that the coefﬁcients cp are nonnegative.
This will further ensure that block1[v]  0.
Let k be an arbitrary index in C, and set eAek =:
[
wT1 · · · wTg · · · wT
]T
. Since every class
is accessible from C, eAek  0. By Corollary 3, the vector
z˜T :=
[
wT1 · · · wTg 0 · · · 0
]T
has a positive projection cg > 0 on the generalized eigenvector vCg . Consequently, for every h ∈ C1
and every k ∈ C, and sufﬁciently large t, we get
[eAt]h,k = eTheAtek = eTheA(t−1)
[
eAek
]
 eThe
A(t−1)z˜
≈ cgeTh
[
tm¯
m¯! e
λmax(A)(t−1)v
]
= cˆg t
m¯
m¯! e
λmax(A)t [block1[v]]h , (4)
with cˆg > 0. Notice that condition
eThe
A(t−1)z˜ ≈ cgeTh
[
tm¯
m¯! e
λmax(A)(t−1)v
]
,
together with cg > 0, ensures v > 0 and hence block1[v]  0. So, putting together (3) and (4), we
get the result. 
7. Xiao-Min Tang, Jin-Li Xu, The derivation Lie algebra of the higher rank Virasoro-like algebra
and its automorphism groups 430 (2009) 2170–2181. Kaiming Zhao has sent the following
comments:
Theorems 3.5, 4.4, and 4.6 are special cases of
[1] D. Dokovic´, K. Zhao, Generalized Cartan type S Lie algebras in characteristic zero, J. Algebra
193 (1997) 144–179, and [2] D. Dokovic´, K. Zhao, Some inﬁnite-dimensional simple Lie algebras
in characteristic 0 related to those of Block. J. Pure Appl. Algebra 127 (1998) 153–165. More
precisely,
Line 9 of p. 2171: g and L are the Lie algebra S˜ and S on p. 148 of [1].
Theorem 3.5 is a special case of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 in [1], and Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 in [2].
Theorems 4.4 and 4.6 are easy consequences of Theorem 5.2 in [1], and Corollary 4.2 in [2].
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8. A. Berget, A short proof of Gamas’s theorem 430 (2009) 601–868, is mistakenly given as sub-
mitted by R.A. Brualdi when in fact it was submitted by J. Queiro.
9. N. Shomron, B.N. Parlett, Linear algebra meets Lie algebra: the Konstant–Wallach theory 431
(2009)1745–1767, ismistakenlygivenas submittedbyD.Cvetkovic´when in fact itwas submitted
by R.A. Brualdi.
10. A. Berliner, R.A. Brualdi, L. Deaett, K.P. Kiernan, M. Schroeder, Row and column orthogonal
matrices 429 (2009) 2732–2745. Cory Herberg has found a small error in that Lemma 4.1 is
true in only one direction (the “only if” direction), the direction that is used subsequently. The
proof in the “if” direction is not correct.
11. F.K. Bell, D. Cvetkovic´, P. Rowlinson, S.K. Simic´. Graphs for which the least eigenvalue is minimal,
II 429 (2008) 2168–2179. M. Petrovic´ has pointed out an error in the proof of Proposition 4.2.
The authors have sent in the following comments and corrections.
Consider the graphs Hm asm increases from t(n − t) + 1 to (t + 1)(n − t + 1). It is necessary
to admit the possibility that all Hm are bipartite. In the contrary situation, it remains the case
that Hm is ﬁrst non-bipartite and then bipartite, with either possibility admitted at the point
of transition. However, the point of transition is not necessarily at t(n − t) + 1. Accordingly,
Theorem 4.1 should be reformulated as follow.
Theorem 4.1. Let G be a graph whose least eigenvalue is minimal among the connected graphs of order
n and size m. Then
(i) if m = t(n − t) for t ∈
{
1, 2, . . .,
⌊
n
2
⌋}
, then G = Kt,n−t;
(ii) if t(n − t) < m < (t + 1)(n − t − 1) for some t ∈
{
1, 2, . . .,
⌊
n
2
⌋
− 1
}
, then there exists an
integer s such that t(n − t) < s < (t + 1)(n − t − 1), G is non-bipartitewhenever t(n − t) <
m < s, and G is bipartite whenever s < m < (t + 1)(n − t − 1);
(iii) if
⌊
n
2
⌋ ⌈
n
2
⌉
< m <
(
m
2
)
then G is non-bipartite and hence the join of two nested split graphs.
The following accounts for the phenomenon detailed in Theorem 4.1(ii).
Proposition 4.2. Suppose that t(n − t) < m < (t + 1)(n − t − 1) for some t ∈
{
1, 2, . . .,
⌊
n
2
⌋
− 1
}
.
If some graph Hm is bipartite then every graph Hm+1 is bipartite.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that Hm is bipartite and Hm+1 is non-bipartite. Let x =
(x1, x2, . . ., xn)
T be a unit eigenvector of H = Hm+1 corresponding to λ(H). From Proposition 1.2,
we know that H contains an edge e = vw such that xvxw  0 and H − e is connected. Writing
H∗ = H − e, we have
λ(H∗) xTAH∗x = xTAHx − 2xvxw  xTAHx = λ(H).
Since Hm is bipartite we have
λ(Gm) = λ(Hm) λ(H∗) λ(Hm+1) λ(Gm+1).
On the other hand we have λ(Gm+1) < λ(Gm) by Lemma 3.2. This contradiction completes the
proof. 
Fig. 2 shows the behaviour of λ(Hn) when n = 9. Finally, Proposition 4.4 should be recast as
follows, with essentially the same proof.
Proposition 4.4. If Hm is non-bipartite and m = t(n − t) + 1 where t ∈
{
1, 2, . . .,
⌊
n
2
⌋
− 1
}
then
Hm = Kt,n−t + e, where e is an edge joining two vertices of degree t in Kt,n−t .
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12. Nir Cohen and Izchak Lewkowicz, The Lyapunov order for real matrices 430 (2000) 1849–1866.
An error was introduced in Fig. 1. The correct ﬁgure is:
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